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Nah Mate is using Android with Google only because of your facility while I use pure Android highly personalized without being constantly looked at Google. Use Microg on my account. Please don't leave me out! Android Oreo: Go Edition is guaranteed to increase performance and help save mobile data, storage and battery juice. Well, I imagine it
could work, but the guarantee of occupying half of the original space for the system, compared to Android 7.1.1 is the main reason I wanted it. Cabbage, not even the Go version can do it. I am extremely dedicated to the Google ecosystem. But Microg requires only 25-60MB. My tablet is really old (2012) and you can't even run touchwiz correctly. So
Microg is the only option for my tab. What faults? I used Microg for a while on my phone. Last modified: 19 Dec 2017 actually, yes, I can't get used to Microg either. Does it mean that go roms are possible or not? Install Gapps GO Editon as YouTube Go, Play Go, Maps Go, Go Files etc. As, I said that it is preferences, but you who say Android without
Google is useless is Total BS. Battery not visible though. I don't know, maybe a Filipino (like me) releases so much to Google, since we have no better or continuous services like Google here. Lol Dude. Although Android is still maintained by Google, which is useless if you want to be completely free from Google .... hopefully, once again, that LOS 15.1
and / or 15.1 go can be pushed into most Grand variants Prime, including Sprint. All my e-mails are in gmail, all my devices are connected to my Google account, my photos are synchronized with my google photos. So I think with Oreo we will not even need go! However, if it makes a big difference, can be enabled. It still presents all Google's features
right? AND I think you’re too dependent on Google. Hopefully Lineage will consider and push out Go. And the first two people who responded, Jovic77 and tasnim_tamim, said Go would be Only at certain OEMs. So it would be better not to assume that Go will not be available. No one can live without Play Store, friend Reactions: Abdur Rahim Oni
damn. Not on the phone. Reactions: MKScorpons, Aerion-Freeze, [email, protected] and 1 other person Hello, developers. There are alternatives far superior to Google applications. (G530h) This forum is new. What would happen to the phone's exhibition? I think it would be nice if we drop this useless convo. Last modified: Dec 21, 2017 What would
happen if Microg's download and the gapps aroma package (should allow you to choose which apps install, right?) To download only the Play Store, services, etc.? I want to ask how can I install iOS ROM stable? We have a 1 GB device and works perfectly with RAM. What is the difference between Microg and Gapps? Android Go is for low-end devices
that has less than 1GB (example 512MB) and lower SOC (like Snapdragon Series 200 or SOC MTK). Friend. Also, some of the gapps will not work without the actual Google Play services. You will not retain information on my account, and I really need it. Nah Mate is using Android with Google only because of your facility while I use pure Android
highly personalized without being constantly looked at Google. And yes, the increase in performance was not evident. Sorry, but you can't. The reason why so many developers reproduce Android in their own way, and because you see so many Roma like RR, AICP, Hexagonrom, and the famous Lineage operating system, is due to Google's decision to
make their system Open-source. My phone is smooth with gapps ... Last modification: 21 Dec 2017 Don't joke, it would be greatly appreciated. If you think Android is useless without Google you're wrong and probably don't explore things. I agree with @ jovic77 you'll never need Android Go anyway. Thank you for your feedback. Last modified: Jan 20,
2018 Although Android Ã still maintained by Google, which Ã¨ useless if you want to be free from Google....I’ll wait for the release of the original Android 8.1 for my Sprint Grand Prime, brings the Go edition of Gapps, and see if storage management is improved. Last modified: 22 Dec 2017 Reactions: OreoLasagne Is this android going to the source?
Will somebody help me? What I mean about Android is the operating system itself is still maintained by Google, it’s AOSP sources is still released by Google, not Android with Gapps. It would really help us. Many manufacturers such as LG, Samsung and ZTE make phones using Android as their core. I don’t really see any difference between gapps and
microg in performance. But... (Don’t confuse this with the original Android 8.1) Developers, if you’re seeing this thread, (including you guys, @vince2678, @Has.007), I’m asking you guys to please consider importing Android Oreo: Go Edition into the ROMs for these variants. Hello, developers. except Apple. Hell, even my ROM builds get loaded first
on my Google Drive. Everything Apple owns, including iOS, is closed-source, which means no developer can reproduce it. (I know Sprint sucks, but, unfortunately, I’m one of them, and I won’t have a new phone anytime soon. But again, we all have different tastes and opinions. Thank you for your consideration. Embora ainda nÃÂ£o tenha havido um
lanÃÂ§amento oficial do LineageOS 15.1, os desenvolvedores envolvidos no projeto tÃO m trabalhado duro e, enquanto isso, vÃ It’s sad to hear that the unofficial line OS 15 will not support this variant. AtÃÂ© agora, os usarÃ¡rios que tiveramopportune de testar a buildinformam que a cÃÂ¬ mera nÃÂ£o funcion e que as chamadas e o I use dos dados
mÃÂ3veis podem apresentar bugs de vez em quando, mas o resto da versÃÂ£o tem is shown quite estÃ. My phone is aligned with the apps, on los 14.1 I couldn’t get used to the Tho, I would suggest not to use Go Go There could be some problems with it. -_- Still, Android Go is given only by Google to OEM and it is not possible to be built by the
source. Guy. The playback service on Gapps requires more than 70 MB ... Only new data devices from these OEMs are able to go android, since the OEM has selected Android as such a device. Click this discussion because I think this is a new Roma .. Nah, I'm not annoyed. Yes. But I think there is a solution that you've probably heard now, able to
resolve the performance on any updated ROM, on all the variants of the Grand Prime: and is Android Oreo: Go Edition. ). For example, the Google search app. I am extremely dedicated to the Google ecosystem. They are Dondre Johnson (XDA: Schooleggo; an XDA Newbie), and I currently have a sprint variant of the Samsung Galaxy Grand Prime
(G530P). It is up to you, friend. Did you have problems using any Google apps and API? Downloading my apps from Apkmirror and Aptoid, USA Ogyoutube as a Youtube alternative that uses your own Microg calls and most games don't force me to use game games (I don't even have game games on my Grand Prime) .. Um desenvolvedor do fÃƒÂ³rum
xda conhecido como varun.chitre15 acabou de fazer or upload de um versÃƒ Â £ or alpha do versíƒ £ or alpha do versÃ £ o alpha iacal do lineareos 15.1 que traz or Android 8.1 Oreo Go Edition Para Esses device. Read the fun conversation up there XD Android Oreo ROM will be the Go version, yes. Thank you very much for more information I used. In
the end, I can't stand FOSS apps because I can't get used to their ui. I don't know No Google Playservices means that no Google. XD but yes, the suggestion of @ tasnim_tamim can work for older devices. Ugh. Last modification: 15 Dec 2017 Last modification of December 15, 2017 Reactions: Abdur Rahim On good, I guess he could but the guarantee
to take the half-way of the original space for the system, compared to Android 7.1.1 Ã¨ the main reason I wanted. So it's not really impossible to live without a hoe. No offense to. a. but its Resurrection Remix ROM blocked my class 10 SanDisk SD card, weeks after I formatted it for internal storage, and days later I set in development options to force
eligible applications on the card (Ok... No one can live without play store, friend I don't use Gipps on my 5 year old Galaxy Tab 2 running on LineageOS 13 and I can easily live with it. On their download website, how do you scan the QR code to download the package? (Don't confuse this with the original Android 8.1) Developers, if you are seeing this
thread, (including you guys, @vince2678, @Has.007), I am asking that you guys please consider importing Android Oreo: Go Edition in ROMs for these variants. All my emails are on Gmail, all my games depend on google games, not fb. No one can live without a game shop, man. Don't make me a man, that would be very appreciated. I don't like
MircoG. Sorry for replying to this post, but can't create a new thread. If performance is your concern with your current room then I suggest you get rid of Google play-services completely. Os arrangements Android One de primeira geraÂ§ÃÂ£o, commonly referidos como Sprout inside from comunidade, tambÃÂ© m possuem algumas build nÂ£o
oficiais disponÃveis. From the caf source Sent by Redmi 3S using XDA Labs Last modified: Mar 27, 2018 Please. But if you know how to tweak your ROM, the only delay you will experience Ã¨ when browsing and watching YT video for too long. I'm also hoping for a "Go" set of Gipps too, since they work for Android 4.1 onwards. Although MicroG can
run all Gapps, I could switch to MicroG in the future. But you'll stay² with Gapps for now because I need some of the Gapps to be really functional ( and hoping that OpenGapps Go in the future. But my old tablet is far behind with Gapps on Los 13. Not yet that causes currently Lineage not really reached somewhere with 15.1 Nice. You will find no
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ÃƒÂ ‰ essentially composed por algumas algumas de compilaÃÂ§ÃÂ£o especiais e AplicÃÂ§ÃÂμes optimizadas for o Android Go, or that means that as ROMs AOSP personalizadas podem incorporar as otimizaÃÂμes do Android Go em suas ROMs.Once this nÃÂ£o ÃÂ© uma build official e that ainda is during the alpha phase, it is expected that some
revolsos nÃÂ£o funciontamente e que some problems surjam nestes primeiros o. My mom really wants iOS ROM. I use my phone without google, it works flawlessly and without delays. Make it happen. But the full Android Go will never be available for any older device. Everything about google will not work, including PLAYSTORE, google play games,
books, music..etc. I am new to this forum. I know that not everyone is rich, but it’s the only way not to experience more lag. Welp, a little 50-50 percent I like/hate because while giving more space, is also (I want to bet here) lost some features from the original oreo:/ Lmao. Who noticed differences in battery performance/life in a G530P? So it will be
easier for me, and it should be easier for you, developers, when developing ROMs. (Correct me if I’m wrong) I’m excited to hear your response and your opinions. And even though the Grand Prime doesn’t have less than 1GB, Android 7.1.1 ROMs like AICP and RR-N have had problems with memory management, storage, and performance at times. xD
is not impossible in the android world.... Sure MicroG gives you more RAM, but is it really important with a 1 GB RAM phone? This again? Get rid of google play services means NO google services at all. All right, brother. This is because buying a new phone is much better than touching up the phone too hard. It looks like Android Go requires a
different chipset identification, then. Sure, come on. However, there is still a huge difference between battery life. One more thing, I went Free 2 years ago, when Lollipop was the latest Android version. version. version.
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